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A B S T R A C T

Childhood-onset systemic lupus erythematosus (cSLE) is a rare, chronic and systemic autoimmune disease
generally with a more severe clinical phenotype than the adult-onset SLE. In both conditions, it is known that
females are predominantly affected; therefore, the possible overlap of SLE and sex chromosomal abnormalities has
attracted attention. Our case report describe the clinical manifestations and immunological profile of a Brazilian
female with cSLE and trisomy X. The 22 year-old patient, diagnosed with cSLE at age of 11, present some features
related to 47, XXX, such as difficulties at school and communication, although this was not enough to investigate
for chromosome abnormalities. Cytoscan HD array screening allowed the comprehensive diagnosis for this pa-
tient. We also characterized her ancestral composition, showing that she has 6.2% higher African component than
the mean from health subjects from the same geographical area. This report reinforces the role of the X chro-
mosome dose effect for sex bias in SLE, as well as the importance of African ancestry composition in cLES. It also
throws lights upon the application of high-throughput molecular analysis in a large scale cohort can be useful to
detect the impact of the genomic findings for more accurate epidemiological data.
1. Introduction

Childhood-onset systemic lupus erythematosus (cSLE) is a chronic
systemic autoimmune disease with onset before the age 18 [1]. Increased
prevalence has been observed in women with SLE, independently of age
at disease-onset [2]. Several factors have been described to account for
the sex difference observed in autoimmune disease, including hormonal
and genetic factors. With peak incidence during the reproductive age,
sexual hormones have been studied for decades as possible causes and
triggers [3–5]. An imbalance between increased estrogens and prolactine
levels and a reduction of androgen levels are frequently observed in both
men and women with SLE [6].

Genetic factors include an excessive chromosome X that can be
observed in women (47, XXX) or in men (46, XXY) [7,8].

Herein we describe clinical and immunological features of a female
patient with cSLE with trisomy X and review the literature for similar
cases.
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2. Material and methods

The patient was followed at the pediatric rheumatology with diag-
nosis for cSLE [1,9]. The patient was enrolled in a genetic study to
analyze copy number variations in SLE and signed the consent form
approved by the Research Ethics Committee of our University
(920/2007). The medical chart was reviewed for cumulative clinical and
immunological features.

DNA was extracted from the blood sample using QIAamp® DNA
Blood Maxi Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). The genome-wide human
Cytoscan HD array (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) was used to
performed cytogenetic research analysis according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Scanned data files were generated using GeneChip Command
Console software v. 1.2. Quality control of the chip was carried out using
Chromosome Analysis Suite (ChAS) software v. 3.1. Single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were mapped according to the human genome
reference assembly based on National Centre for Biotechnology
edical Sciences, State University of Campinas, Cidade Universit�aria, Campinas,
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Fig. 2. Ancestral composition in female patient with cSLE and Triple X syn-
drome showing European (EUR), African (AFR) and Amerindian (AME)
proportions.
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Information build 38 (UCSC version hg18).
A panel of 345 ancestry informative markers (AIMs) based on SNP

data from Cytoscan HD array was used to infer the proportion of Euro-
pean, African and Amerindian ancestries of the case [10]. The individual
ancestral composition based on the SNP-AIMs set was estimated with the
Admixture v. 1.23 software [11], a Bayesian model-based algorithm used
for clustering the genetic data. For the ancestral inference analysis, ge-
notype frequencies of European and African parental populations were
obtained from the HapMap project data (CEU�Utah residents exhibiting
Northern and Western European ancestry and YRI � Yoruba in Ibadan,
Nigeria). Brazilian Amerindian reference population was based on the
Karitiana and Surui populations from the HGDP-CEPH Human Genome
Diversity Cell Line Panel.

3. Case description

After performing Cytoscan HD array analysis in 90 female cSLE pa-
tients, we detect an extra X chromosome in 1 (1.1%) patient. A technical
duplication was performed in the same patient to confirm the triple X
syndrome (Fig. 1).

The patient is a 22 year-old women diagnosed with SLE at age of 11.
Her presenting symptoms were arthritis, hemolytic anemia, nephritis
(nephrotic syndrome) and cutaneous vasculitis. Laboratory investigation
revealed a positive antinuclear antibodies with titers 1/1280, positive
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), low complement (C3 and C4) and posi-
tive lupus anticoagulant. Her previous history, including birth and neu-
ropsychological development was unremarkable. The patient was treated
with prednisone 1 mg/kg and, sodium mycophenolate for nephritis in-
duction and hydroxychloroquine. Prednisone was steadily reduced and
she was maintained with azathioprine and hydroxychloroquine over the
years. The patient presented menarche at the age of 12 and had normal
menstrual cycles. Over the years, difficulties in school performance was
noted, however she finished high school in time. She had several epi-
sodes of flares over the years (arthritis, alopecia, leucopenia) treated with
additional prednisone. Since 2015 the patient is in remission with no
medication.

Ancestral composition analysis using Admixure software revealed
that the main component of the patient was European (73.4%), followed
by African (16.0%) and Amerindian (10.6%) (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion

We observed 1/90 of cSLE women with 47, XXX. There are lack of
widespread epidemiological studies describing incidence of 47, XXX and
SLE in Brazil. SLE and 47, XXX both occur in 1 in 1000 women as re-
ported in international literature [12,13]. If the conditions were inde-
pendent, then only 1 in 1 million would have both SLE and 47, XXX.
Fig. 1. Allele diference of polymorphic markers from X chromosome for the female
array displays technical duplications from the case (A, B) compared with a female 4
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Therefore we observed an increased incidence of 47, XXX in our cSLE
cohort. In a large study including 2826 patients with SLE, 1/404 47, XXX
were identified, corresponding to an estimate prevalence of SLE and 47,
XXX of 2.5 times higher than women with 46, XX and 25 times higher
than in men with normal karyotype [12].

In the literature, additional 5 47, XXX SLE patients are reported with
detailed clinical and laboratory features [14–17]. Hemolytic anemia was
observed in 4/5 case reports, followed by mesangial glomerulonephritis
and arthritis 2/5 reports. Four out of 5 patients had positive dsDNA and
low complement. These were all features also observed in our patient,
however they are not sufficient to characterize a subgroup of SLE
patients.

The increased prevalence of SLE in women and the peak incidence of
SLE during reproductive age, has raised the role of sex hormones in the
pathogenesis of SLE. Increased estrogen and prolactin levels and
decreased progesterone, testosterone and DHEA/DHEAS levels have
been observed in women with SLE. In males, however, increased levels of
prolactin has been observed, while estradiol and testosterone are within
normal values and inconclusive data are available for progesterone and
DHEA/DHEAS [6]. Estrogen and prolactin affect maturation and selec-
tion of autoreactive B cells and autoantibody production [18].
cSLE patient confirming 47, XXX diagnosed. The data obtained by Cytoscan HD
6, XX karyotype (C).
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On the other hand, an extra X chromosome can predispose to SLE
even in the absence of abnormal sex hormones. Each additional X chro-
mosome, which is normally inactivated by methylation, could exert an
effect if methylation is reversed or if additional X chromosomes affect
methylation-related regulation of autosomal genes [19]. In a study
including 2500 patients, 3 of them had a triple mosaic consisting of 45,
X/46, XX/47, XXX, suggesting more attention in genes within partial
trisomy of the distal p arm of the X chromosome as the mediators of the X
chromosome dose effect for sex bias in SLE [19]. Reports of SLE in mice
demonstrated that the disease is associated with the number of X chro-
mosomes, despite the phenotypic sex [20,21].

In men, the presence of an additional X chromosome (46, XX or 47,
XXY) is associated with an increased risk of SLE [22–24]. This risk is
similar to women 46, XX, however no difference in disease phenotype is
observed [7]. Taking together, these finding supports that the gene
dosage of the X chromosome is a major determining factor in the female
predominance of SLE, highlighting the extreme importance of detecting
chromosomal abnormalities in patients to improve epidemiological
research in this subject.

Most cases of 47, XXX are undiagnosed, since no significant facial
dysmorphology are observed in the majority of the affected women [25].
Minor physical findings described in women 47, XXX were the presence
of epicanthal folds, hypertelorism, upslanting palpebral fissures, clino-
dactyly, overlapping, digits, pes planus, pectus excavatum, hypotonia
and joint hyperextensibility. In children 47, XXX under the age of 6,
average weight at birth was reported 400–500 g lower than 46, XX
women. In addition, head circumference is generally below 50th% and
height above 50th%. Delayed motor development, as well as delayed
receptive and expressive language development has been reported in
50% of affected girls [26,27]. In older children, increased growth ve-
locity between 4 and 8 years of age is observed. Educational problems are
frequently observed. Coordination problems, sensory–motor–visual
integration problems, lower IQ, difficulties in language and behavioral
problems have been described [26,28,29]. Our patient presented some of
these features, such as difficulties at school and communication, how-
ever, these are not striking features to investigate 47, XXX chromosome
abnormalities.

Screening of cSLE patients using Cytoscan HD array approach allowed
the precise diagnosis the triple X condition. Using SNP data from this
methodology, women with 47, XXX are recognized by the pattern of
allele frequency plot showing four lines in X chromosome (AAA, AAB,
ABB, BBB), whereas women with normal karyotype (46, XX) were
identified by the three lines (AA, AB, BB) as we shown in Fig. 1.

From the SNP data from the array, ancestry composition analysis
revealed that the case report has major European contribution (73.4%),
followed by African and Amerindian (Fig. 2). Comparing this ancestral
profile with the mean for healthy subjects from the same geographical
area, we observed that the African component of the patient (16%) is
6.2% higher than the mean of non-SLE individuals (9.8%) [10]. This
corroborates with international findings that incidence SLE rates were
higher in African American female subjects compared to Caucasian fe-
male subjects, including those with childhood-onset [30].

In conclusion, we observed an increased frequency of 47, XXX in our
cSLE cohort. No specific phenotypic features or SLE manifestations were
observed that would lead to investigate for chromosomal abnormalities
in the patient described here. Since trisomy X is underdiagnosed because
the lack of a specific phenotype, but the understand of X chromosome
gene dosage is crucial to elucidate the SLE pathogenesis, this report
showed that use of high-density molecular approach in a large scale
cohort can be applied for more accurate epidemiological data.
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